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Abstract 
Fiil(ip, Z., Undecidable properties of deterministic top-down tree transducers, Theoretical Com- 
puter Science 134 (1994) 311-328. 
Decidability questions concerning ranges of deterministic top-down tree transducers are considered. 
It is shown that the following nine problems are undecidable, for ranges L1 a of arbitrary two 
deterministic, nondeleting and finite copying top-down tree transducers: I 1 ns empty (infinite, 
reco izable)? Is the complement of L, empty (infinite, recognizable)? Is LI 
( ’ c_’ 
Q 
0 &izable? Is L, = L2 
J? 
deterministic top-down tree transducer is a special terminating and confluent term rewriting 
system. Hence, its range is the set of irreducible elements derivable from a recognizable tree 
language, namely from its domain. The questions corresponding to the above nine ones are 
considered and shown to be undecidable for terminating and confluent term rewriting systems as 
well. For example, the result corresponding to the undecidability of “Is L, recognizable?” is as 
follows. It is undecidable, for an arbitrary terminating and confluent term rewriting system R and 
a recognizable tree language L, whether the set of elements irreducible with respect to R derivable 
from L is recognizable or not. 
1. Introduction 
The recognizable tree languages form a proper subclass of the class of ranges of 
deterministic top-down tree-transformations. Since they have nice decidability prop- 
erties, it is natural to raise the question whether the same holds or not for the class of 
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ranges of deterministic top-down tree transformations. Until now, this class has not 
been investigated from this point of view. What is known is that the membership, the 
emptiness and the infiniteness problems are decidable. Moreover, in the seminal paper 
[12], it was shown to be undecidable if the intersection of the ranges of two top-down 
tree transformations is empty or not. Some further undecidability results were an- 
nounced in [12]. It is not clear whether they concern deterministic or nondeterminis- 
tic top-down tree transducers, besides they have never been published. 
In this paper we show that many important questions, for ranges of deterministic 
top-down tree transformations, are undecidable. Among others, it is undecidable if the 
range of an arbitrary deterministic top-down tree transformation is recognizable. It is 
also undecidable if the ranges of two arbitrary deterministic top-down tree trans- 
formations are the same or not. The technique we apply to achieve our results is usual 
in the sense that an instance of the Post correspondence problem (in what follows 
a PCP) is encoded in top-down tree transducers in an appropriate way. Then the 
decidability of a given problem is equivalent to the existence of a solution to the PCP 
involved, which is known to be undecidable. Nevertheless, in this way only questions 
concerning ranges of nondeterministic top-down tree transformations can be shown 
to be undecidable, because the top-down tree transducers constructed in general are 
nondeterministic. 
However, we make two observations which imply that the questions we consider 
are undecidable also for ranges of deterministic top-down tree transducers. 
The first observation is that the top-down tree transducers we construct by 
encoding a PCP have the so-called finite copying property. (This notion, which is very 
essential in this paper, was first introduced in [4]. A top-down tree transducer is finite 
copying if there is an integer k2 1 such that, for every input tree s to the tree 
transducer and every subtree s’ of s at most k translations of s’ will appear as a subtree 
in the translation of s.) 
The second one is the fact, stated implicitly also in [4], that each finite copying 
top-down tree transformation can be decomposed into a relabeling followed by 
a deterministic finite copying top-down tree transformation. 
Having these two observations and some other known results, we prove the 
following important theorem: For every jinite copying top-down tree transducer T, 
there exists ajinite copying deterministic top-down tree transducer T’ such that they 
have the same range. Then, applying this theorem, we can prove our undecidability 
results for ranges of deterministic top-down tree transformations, too. 
Our results can be related to term rewriting systems as well. As a matter of fact, the 
set of rules of a top-down tree transducer can be considered as a term rewriting 
system, which is terminating. If the top-down tree transducer is also deterministic, 
then the term rewriting system is even confluent. Since our results concern determinis- 
tic top-down tree transducers, they can be formulated also for terminating and 
confluent term rewriting systems. Thus, among others, we obtain the result that the 
following question is undecidable, proved also in [7]. Given an arbitrary terminating 
and confluent term rewriting system and a recognizable tree language, does the set of 
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irreducible terms derivable from the recognizable tree language form a recognizable 
tree language? 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the most important notions and 
notations are defined. In Section 3, the necessary preliminary results are recalled and 
the theorem for finite copying tree transducers mentioned above is proved. Section 
4 contains the undecidability results for ranges of deterministic top-down tree trans- 
formations. In Section 5, the undecidability results of Section 4 are formulated for 
term rewriting systems. 
2. Notions and notations 
2.1. Relations 
Given a binary relation PC A x B, aEA and bEB we write apb for the fact that 
(a, b)Ep. For a subset L of A, we put p(L)= {b 1 apb for some aEL}. The domain and 
the range of p are denoted by dam(p) and by ran(p), respectively. We denote by p* the 
reflexive, transitive closure of p and by p -i the inverse of p. The composition of the 
relations p and z is denoted by p 0 z and for any two classes C and D of relations we 
define CoD={potlp~C and TED}. 
2.2. Strings and the Post correspondence problem 
For an alphabet A, we denote by A* the free monoid of strings (or words) generated 
by A. The length of a string WEA*, defined as usual, is denoted by 1~1. The empty 
string in A* is ,J and we put A+ =A* - {A}. For an arbitrary word WEA* and integer 
n>O, we define w”=A, if n=O and w”=ww”-l, if n>l. 
An instance of the Post correspondence problem (or a PCP, for brevity) over A is 
a pair of lists (c(~, . . . . a,)(/3i, . . . . /I,), where n2 1 and C(i,/?iEA+, for 1 <i<n. A solution 
to this PCP is a sequence ii . . ik of integers with k > 1 and 1~ iI, . . . , ik < n such that 
Cli, . . . Clik=/?i, . . . Pik. We recall the well-known fact: there is no algorithm for deciding 
whether an arbitrary PCP has a solution. 
2.3. Ranked alphabets, trees 
Given a ranked alphabet C, the set of elements of C having rank m is denoted by C,. 
For OEZ, we write a(“‘) in short to mean that OEC,. Given another set Y, disjoint with 
C, the set TZ( Y) of terms (or rather trees) over C indexed by Y is defined as usual: it is 
the smallest set U for which YG U and a(tl, . . . . t,)E U whenever m 20, ~EC,,, and 
t 1, . . ..t.EU. 
If FEZ,, then the tree CJ( ) is written as g. 
Moreover, if pi, . . . , c,,EC~, for some n3 1 and ye Y, then we write cl . ..a.(~) for the 
tree o,(~~(...a,(y)...)). 
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For a tree TV Tz( Y), the set sub(t) of subtrees of t is defined by induction. If TV Y, 
then sub(t)=(t); and if t=c(tl,...,tm), for some ~EC, with ma0 and 
t 1, . . . , t,E Tz( Y), then sub(t) = {t} u (U (sub(ti) 1 1 <id m)). Note that a subtree t’ of 
t may have more than one occurrence in t. 
We need a countable set X= {x1,x2, . . . } of variables, which will be kept fixed 
throughout the paper and we put X,,,= {x1, . . . . x,}. We denote r,(X,,,) by T,, m; 
moreover, Tz, 0 is written as TI and called the set of ground terms (or rather trees) 
over C. 
The tree substitution is a very important notion in this paper. Let n 2 0, t E T,,, and 
let tl, , t, be trees. Then we denote by t [tl, . . ., t,] the tree which is the result of 
substituting ti for every occurrence of Xi in t, for every 1 <i 6 n. 
A tree transformation is a relation 5 c T, x Td, where C and A are ranked alphabets. 
2.4. Top-down tree transducers 
A top-down tree transducer [3] is a 5-tuple T=(Q, C, A,q,, R) with a ranked 
alphabet Q, containing only 1-ary elements, as the set of states, C and A as the input 
and output ranked alphabets, qoEQ as initial state, and R as a finite set of rewriting 
rules of the form 
q(a(x,, . . ..%?I))‘~. 
where m 30, o&C,,,, qEQ and UE Td(Q(Xm)). A rule as above is also called a q-rule for 
0 or a q-rule. 
The rewriting (or derivation) relation aT over the set TQuzud is defined as usual: for 
s, tETauzud we have saT t if t is obtained from s by substituting an occurrence of 
a subtree q(a(s,, . . . , s,)) of s by u[s,, . . . . s,J, where the rule q(a(x,, . . . . x,))+u is in R. 
Then the tree transformation induced by T is the relation 
TT = { 6, tb TL X T, 1 go(s) =‘; t} . 
We say that T is deterministic if different rules in R have different left-hand sides, in 
which case TT is a partial function from TI to T,. 
Moreover, T is linear (nondeleting) if, for each rule as above in R, it holds that every 
variable xi appears at most once (at least once) in u. 
A tree transformation 7 is called top-down tree transformation if there is a top- 
down tree transducer T such that sT =z. Similarly, we can define deterministic 
top-down tree transformations, linear top-down tree transformations, etc. 
We denote the class of top-down tree transformations and the class of deterministic 
top-down tree transformations by TOP and DTOP, respectively. 
The top-down tree transducer T is called a relabeling if each rule in R is of the form 
4(0,,..., x,))+~(q,(x,), ~.~>4&,)), 
where 6~ A,,, and ql, . . . . qll,EQ. The class of all relabeling tree transformations is 
denoted by REL. 
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In this paper k-copying top-down tree transducers play a central role. Since this is 
not such a frequently used concept, we recall the definition from [4] in a more detailed 
form. Therefore, let T=(Q, Z:, d, qO,R) be a top-down tree transducer and k>, 1 be an 
arbitrary integer. The k-copying property intuitively means that for every pair (s, t)~zr 
and for every occurrence of a subtree s’ of s, at most k translations of that occurrence 
of s’ appear as subtrees of t. 
In order to give a more exact definition, we need the concept of the state sequence of 
a derivation at a node of an input tree (see [4] Definition 3.1.8). For this let q(s) =s; t 
for some q EQ, SE T, and te Td and let d be a node of s. Then we have 
q(s)=to*Ttl JT”’ *Ttn=t (*) 
for some n3 1 and ti, . . . . tnETQuzud. 
(i) If s = a&, and d is the unique node labeled by 6, then the state sequence of (*) 
at d is (q). 
(ii) Assume that s = cr(s 1, . . . . s,) for some GEC, and sr, . . . . s,ET~. If d is the root of 
s, then the state-sequence of (*) at d is (4). Otherwise, d is the node of a subtree si for 
some 1 d i < m. Let the rule applied in the first step of (*) be q(a(xl, . . . , ~,,,))+a Then 
we can write 
t,=q(a(s,, . ..) s,)) =+U[Sl, . ..) s,] = t1. 
If xi does not occur in U, then the state sequence of (*) at d is the empty sequence ( ). 
Now assume that Xi occurs in U. Moreover, assume that the order of the occurrences of 
subtrees of the form p(xi) in u, where PEQ from left to right is pl(xi), . . ..pl(xi). It 
should be clear that there are unique derivations 
PICsi) -T u1 (1) 
Pl(%) **T h (0, 
with v i, . .., QE Td, which are a “part” of the derivation (*). Let, for 1 <j< 1, the 
state-sequence of (j) at the node d be (qji, . . ..qjnj). Then their concatenation 
(4 11, . . ..q1.,, . . ..%l...., qJn,) is the state sequence of the derivation (*) at the node d. 
Now we say that T is k-copying if, for every (s, t)eTT, there is a derivation of the 
form (*) with q = qO such that, for every node d of s, the length of the state sequence of 
(*) at the node d is at most k. Moreover, it is calledjinite copying, if it is k-copying, for 
some k> 1. 
Example 2.1. Consider the deterministic top-down tree transducer T= (Q, C, A, qO, R), 
where 
Q={qo,qd> 
Z={a (0),+l),ym), 
A ={a’O’,J”‘,+3’] 
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and R is the set of the rules 
%(Y (x1, xJ+G,(xi)? &&4r 41 (Xl)), 40t+a 7 
ql(4xl)bwIl(xl))~ 41t+a. 
(For the denotation of ranks of elements of C and d, see Section 2.3.) Then dom(r.) 
consists of a and all trees of the form 
y(b”‘(4y(b”‘(4, . . ..Y(b”“(U).U)...)), 
where k> 1 and n 1, . . . , nk 3 0. Moreover, the state sequence at each node labeled y and 
at the rightmost a is (qO); at each node labeled b and at all other nodes labeled a is 
(ql,ql). Hence, T is 2-copying. 
We observe that any linear top-down tree transducer is l-copying, hence finite 
copying. 
We note that the concept of the rule sequence of the derivation (*) at a node d of 
s can be defined similarly. This notion will be used implicitly in the proof of Lemma 
3.2. 
The class of k-copying and the one of k-copying deterministic top-down tree 
transformations are denoted by TOPCk, and by DTOP(,,, respectively. 
2.5. Recognizable tree languages 
A top-down tree transducer T=(Q,Z, A,qo, R) is called a tree recognizer if C=A 
and each rule in R is of the form 
q(o(x1, . . ..%?l))-Nq.(x,), . ..?%?l(Xrn)). 
Obviously, the tree transformation induced by a tree recognizer is a partial identity 
over TZ. 
A tree language L E TZ is recognizable if it is the domain (and hence the range) of the 
partial identity induced by a tree recognizer. 
2.6. Term rewriting systems 
We need the following notions from the theory of term rewriting systems. The 
reader may consult [lo] for a detailed terminology. 
Let C be a ranked alphabet. A term rewriting system R over C is a finite subset of 
T,(X) x T,(X) or equivalently of T=(X,,) x T,(X,,), for some n30, such that for each 
(r, S)E R, variables occurring in s also occur in r. R induces a binary relation aR over 
TZ (we consider only ground rewriting) defined as follows: for any t. UE TZ we have 
t aR u if u is obtained from t by substituting an occurrence of a subtree oft of the form 
rCt,, . . . . t,l by sCt,, ..,t,], where (r,s)ER and tl ,..., t,ETZ. 
An element tE TZ is called irreducible if there exist no u such that t sR u. The set of 
irreducible elements is denoted by IRR(R). Moreover, for a tree language LC TZ, the 
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set of irreducible elements derivable from L is defined as the set R(L)= {u 1 UEIRR(R) 
and t =+i u for some tgL). In this paper we shall consider R(L) in cases where L is 
a recognizable subset of Tz. 
Termination and conjuency are two very important properties of term rewriting 
systems: if R has these properties, then for every tE Tz there exists exactly one 
irreducible u, called the normal form of t, such that t 3: U. 
We say that R is terminating (or also noetherian) if there are no infinite sequences of 
the form t1 =z-~ t2 =sR ... 
Moreover, R is confluent if, for any elements t, u1 and USE T,, t *: u1 and t =sg u2 
imply that u1 +z u and u2 *i u, for some vf Tz. 
3. Preliminary results 
In this section we first recall some more or less known facts. Then we prove 
Theorem 3.7, which is fundamental for the undecidability results of the following 
section. 
The first statement should be obvious. 
Proposition 3.1. Let T, and T, be top-down tree transducers. Then there exists a top- 
down tree transducer T with the property that rT=TT, usT,. Moreover, if both TI and 
T2 are jinite copying and nondeleting, then also T can be made jinite copying and 
nondeleting. 
The following lemma is essential in the proof of Theorem 3.7. In an implicit form, it 
can be found in [4]. It expresses that the nondeterminism of any k-copying top-down 
tree transducer can be transferred to the input tree language of a k-copying determin- 
istic top-down tree transducer by a relabeling. Here we should do the construction, 
since it has never been written. 
Lemma 3.2. For every k > 1, TOP(,, G REL 0 DTOP+,, 
Proof. Let T= (Q, C, A, qo, R) be a k-copying top-down tree transducer for some k 2 1. 
We construct a relabeling S and a k-copying deterministic top-down tree transducer 
T' such that zT=zs”zT’. 
First we define the relabeling S = (Q’, C, Z’, qb, R’) as follows. 
(a) Q’={O1, . . . . rl) ( 0 < 16 k and riER are qi-rules for some OGC} u {qb}. 
(Note that in the above definition 0 is not the same for all sequences rl, . . . . rl.) 
(b) C;=((C; rI,... , rl> 10 d 1 < k, CEC, and ri are qi-rules for a}, for m > 0. 
(c) R’ is the smallest set of rules satisfying the following conditions. Let 
<r 1, ..., rJEQ’ with 
rl =ql(&, .,.,x,))+~~, . . . . r,=q,(a(xl, . . ..x.))+~. (*) 
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Let, for 1 di$m, the order of occurrences of subtrees of the form p(x;) from left to 
right, where ~EQ, in the sequence of right-hand sides ul, . . . . ur be 
Pil(xi), ...Y PiniCXi). 
If, for every 1 didm, it holds that ni < k, then let the rules 
(**) 
(r l,...,rr>(fl(xl, . . ..x.)) 
+<o;rl, . . ..rJ((ri1. . . ..rlnl)(xl). . . . . <rml, . . ..r.,_)(x,)) 
be in R’, where rii, . ., rini are pil, . . . . pin,-rules, respectively, for some Oi~C, for every 
1 <ibm. 
Note that R’ contains, for every CEC,, the rule 
( )(4x1, . . ..x.))+(G)(< )(x1), ...Y < >(xf?J), 
which is obtained for the value 1= 0. 
Moreover, let r = qo(a(xl, . , . , x,))+u be a q,-rule for cr and suppose that the 
sequence of occurrences of subtrees of the form p(xi) in u is piI( . . ..pin.(xi). (Here 
Iii Q k because of the k-copying property.) Then let the rules 
also be in R’, where ril, . . . . rin, are PiI, . . . . pi,,-rules, respectively, for some 0iEC, for 
each 1 <i<m. 
Next we define the deterministic top-down tree transducer T’ = ([k], C’, A, 1, R”), 
where [k]={l,...,k} and R” is the smallest set of rules satisfying the following 
conditions: let (a; rl, . . . , rl) EC:, with 13 1 and let the rules rl, . , rl be of the form as in 
(*). Then, for every 1 ,<j<l, let the rule 
j(<a; rl, . . ..rJ(xI. . . ..xA)+ 
be in R”, where u; is obtained from Uj by substituting every occurrence of a subtree of 
the form p(x,) of uj by z(xi) with 1 <z < tii being the place of the involved occurrence of 
p(Xi) in the sequence (**). 
We have to prove that zT= TV 0 zr’. This can be done by proving the following 
statement by induction on the structure of the tree s. 
Forevery l<l<k,q, ,..., qlEQ,sETzand t1 ,..., tlETd, we have 
41(s) 4 4 (03 
such that, for every node d of S, the sum of the lengths of the state-sequences of the 
derivations (l), . . . , (1) at the node d is at most k if and only if there exists s’ET~~ and 
<r 1, . . . , rJEQ’, where ri is a q,-rule for C, for which 
0 1, . . . , rJ (4 *s* s’ , 
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and for which 
l(s’) =+ ti 
Applying the above statement to the case 1= 1 and q1 =qO, we obtain that, for every 
SE TZ and TV Td, the derivation qO(s) +g t holds if and only if there exist a q,-rule r in 
R and S’E T,, with (r)(s) 3; s’ and 1 (s’) **,I t. Since r is a q,-rule, by the construction 
of R’, (r)(s) +z s’ if and only if q;(s) S-S* s’. From this it follows that z~=~~o zTt. 
We shall also need the observation that if T is nondeleting in the proof, then so 
is T’. 0 
The next result was already proved in [12]. 
Proposition 3.3. For every top-down tree transducer T=(Q, C, A, qo, R), dom(z,) is 
a recognizable tree language. 
The following result can be found in [6] as Corollary IV, 6.6. 
Proposition 3.4. Let T=(Q, C, A, qo, R) be a linear top-down transducer. Then, for each 
recognizable subset L of T,, tT(L) is also recognizable. Especially, ran(tr) is recogniz- 
able. 
The next result is folk-lore. 
Proposition 3.5. 
relabeling T= (Q, C, A, qo, R) such that L = ran(s,). 
The following theorem, in a weaker form, appears in [l, 3,5]. 
Proposition 3.6. Let T and T’ be deterministic top-down tree transducers, such that T’ is 
nondeleting. Then there exists a deterministic top-down transducer T” with T~U= 
zT 0 ~~1. Moreover, zf both T and T’ are finite copying, then so is T”. 
Proof. In the papers cited above, T” is constructed in the following way. If the sets of 
states of T and T’ are Q and Q’, respectively, then the set of states of T” is Q’ x Q. The 
rules of 7”’ are constructed as follows. For each rule q(a(x,, . . . . x,J)-‘u of T and for 
each state q’ of T’, we let T’ process the right-hand side u of the rule with q’. If, during 
the processing, the root of a subtree of the form p(Xi) of u is reached by T’ in a state p’, 
then p(Xi) is substituted by (p’,p)(x,). Let U’ be the result of this processing. Then 
(q’,q)(4x1,..., x,))+u’ will be a rule of T” and the rules of T” will be all rules obtained 
in this way. 
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In [S, Lemma 31, it is shown that ~~0 T~=z~". We note that T’ should have the 
nondeleting property. This can be seen intuitively as follows. If T’ does not have the 
nondeleting property, then T” may transform a tree s into a tree t, and hence (s, t)eTp, 
in such a way that it deletes an occurrence of a subtree s’ of s. However, it may happen 
that T cannot process that occurrence of s’ meaning that s$dom(z,). Therefore, 
s$dom(s.otTr) and thus (s, t)$TTo zT’. 
We add the observation to the construction of T” that if T is k-copying and T’ is 
l-copying, then T” is kl-copying. Intuitively, this can be seen as follows. Let (Y, s)ErT 
and (s, t)Ezp and let r’ be a subtree of Y with the node d as its root. Let the 
state sequence at d for T be (ql, . . . . q.) with nb k. Then 11 translations sl, . . ..s. 
of r’ appear as subtrees of s with nodes dI, . .,d,, respectively, as their roots. 
Moreover, suppose that the state sequences at the nodes dI, . . . ,d, for T’ are 
(q; 1, . . . . qiml), . . , (qhI, . . . . qL,_,), respectively, where m,, . . , m,< 1. Then, provided 
T” is constructed in the way described above, the state sequence at d for T” will be 
((@l1>41), ...,(4;m1>ql), . ..> (4;1,4J> . ..>(&?I”> 4.)); hence T” is kl-copying. The exact 
proof is left to the reader. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.7. every nondeleting, jinite copying tree transducer T, there 
a nondeleting,jinite and deterministic top-down tree transducer such 
that ran(T)=ran(T”). 
Proof. Let T be a nondeleting and tree transducer for k 3 0. 
By Lemma 3.2, there exists and a nondeleting, k-copying and 
tree transducer T’, that zTr. Moreover, 
from construction that ran(zs)cdom(zTf). each relabeling, and thus, 
by Proposition 3.4, ran(r,) 3.5, there exists 
with ran(r,) 
that being a relabeling, both nondeleting and 
is). Therefore, 3.6, a nondeleting, finite copying and deterministic 
top-down tree transducer such that 'sp Tsl 0 
First we that ran(z,)sran(z,,,). an element sEran(z,). 
TT', there exists such that, for have sTt(r’) 
also ran(zs,); therefore zsf(r”) for some r”Edom(ss~), see 
1. we have. 
(*) 
hence sEran(rTn). 
To prove the let sEran(sTJt). zT” = 0 ‘ST’, 
such that, for have rT’(r’)=s. Moreover, 
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Fig. 1 
ran(rs) = ran(zsf), we have r’Eran(r,) and thus zs(r)= r’ for some rEdom(r,). Then (*) 
also holds, hence we get that sEran(z,). 
This finishes the proof of our theorem. 0 
4. Undecidable properties of ranges of deterministic top-down tree transformations 
Now we are ready to state and prove our main undecidability results concerning 
ranges of deterministic top-down tree transformations. We mention that the corres- 
ponding questions were also considered and found undecidable for context-free 
languages as well. Proofs can be found, for example, in [ 131. The main interest of our 
result is that, using Theorem 3.7, a PCP can also be encoded in deterministic 
top-down tree transducers in an appropriate way as was done in context-free gram- 
mars in [13]. 
Theorem 4.1. Each of the following problems is undecidable for arbitrary nondeleting, 
jinite copying and deterministic top-down tree transducers TI = (Q 1, C, A, ql, RI ) and 
T2 =(Q2, C, A, q2, R2), where we denote L1 = ran(r=J and L2 =ran(zrJ. 
(i) Is L,nL2 empty? 
(ii) Is L1 ~3 L2 injinite? 
(iii) Is L1 n L2 recognizable? 
(iv) Is Td - L1 empty? 
(v) Is T,- L1 injinite? 
(vi) Is Td - L1 recognizable? 
(vii) Is L1 recognizable? 
(viii) Is L1 = L2? 
(ix) Is L,GL,? 
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Proof. We start by proving that (i)-(iii) are undecidable. Therefore, let (I~, . . . , r,) 
(/II, . . . ,/I,,) be a PCP over an alphabet A. Define the top-down tree transducer 
Z=(Q,LA,qo,R,), where 
Q=bq,qo}, 
~={k’o’}uCi”‘Il~idn}, 
A={#“‘}u(i”‘~ l<i<n}u 
R, is the set of the following rules: 
{u(l) 1 UEA} u {@2’}, 
Pw+$> d#b#. 
We note that T, is obviously nondeleting and deterministic. 
Besides, T, is finite copying as well (in fact, it is 2-copying), which can be seen as 
follows. We observe that only q,-rules are able to multiply (in fact duplicate) subtrees. 
Moreover, only one qo-rule is applicable in each derivation, namely in its first step, 
because after the first step only p- and q-rules are applicable. Hence, any subtree of an 
input tree to T, has at most 2 images as subtrees of the output tree. 
It should be clear that the tree transformation induced by T, is 
Tr~={(il...ik(#),6(il... ik(X),C(il...ai,(X)))lk31, lbii ,..., ik<n}. 
Analogously, another nondeleting, finite copying and deterministic top-down tree 
transducer Tp can be constructed with the difference that it induces the tree trans- 
formation 
Put La,,= ran(srJnran(e,). Then we can show that (i)-(iii) are undecidable. 
In fact, we observe that each element of L,,, (if it has any) is of the form 
S(i 1 . . . iJ#), w(f)), where UI= Cli, . tiik = pi, . . Bik. Hence, L,,, is not empty if and only if 
the PCP has a solution, proving that (i) is undecidable. 
Furthermore, if ii . . . ik is a solution to the PCP, then so is (il . . . ik)m for every ma 1. 
Thus, L,,, is infinite if and only if it is not empty meaning that (ii) is undecidable. 
Next we claim that L,,, is recognizable if and only if it is empty. Obviously, if it is 
empty, then it is recognizable. Assume that it is recognizable but not empty. Then, as it 
is infinite, for each k> 1, it has an element of the form 
d(i1 “’ ir(#), w(X)), (*) 
where 12 k and w = C(il . . ail = Bi, . . pi,. On the other hand, since L,, p is supposed to be 
recognizable, we can apply the “pumping lemma” for it (see [6, Lemma 11.10.11). This 
means that, if 1 is sufficiently large in (*), then w can be partitioned as wlwZwJ, such 
that w,#J_ and, for every m30, we have 6(ii . ..i[(#). w~w~w~(#))EL,,~. This, however, 
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is an obvious contradiction, since, for example, w1 wg # Cli, . . ail. Hence, L,,, is recog- 
nizable if and only if it is empty proving that (iii) is undecidable, too. 
Now we are going to prove that (iv)-(vi) are undecidable. This, however, needs 
some preparations. 
We define L = Td -La,, and show that there exists a nondeleting, finite copying and 
deterministic top-down tree transducer T, with ran(r,) = L. 
We write L=(T, -ran(rT.))u(Td -ran(rrs)) and in the first step we show that 
Td -ran(z,) is the range of a tree transformation induced by a nondeleting, finite 
copying (and not necessarily deterministic) top-down tree transducer. 
We observe that Td - ran(r,) is the union of four subsets, namely we have 
Td-ran(5T~)=(Td-6(Cnl’(#),A*(#)))uL,uL=uL,, 
where 
6([n]+(#),A*(#))={6(iI...ik(#),w(#))Ik>l, l<i,,...,i,bn and WEA*}, 
L,={d(i,...i,(#), w(#))Ikkl, ldil ,..., i,<n,w~A* and IwI<(c(~ ,,.. Al}, 
L=={d(i,...i,(#), w(#))Ik>l, l<iI ,..., ik<n, wEA+, 
(wI=Icli*... Xikl and W#C(i,...ai,}, 
L, = {S(i, . . . i&),~(#))(k>,l, l<iI ,..., ik<n, WEA+ and IWI>IC(i ,... UikI}. 
Next, from (a)-(d), we prove that each of the four members in the partition of 
T, -ran(r,) is the range of the tree transformation induced by a nondeleting and 
finite copying top-down tree transducer, 
(a) Since (G - 6( Cnl + ML A*(B))) IS a recognizable tree language, by Lemma 3.5, it 
is the range of a tree transformation induced by a relabeling S. On the other hand, as 
each relabeling, S is a nondeleting and finite copying (in fact linear) top-down tree 
transducer. 
(b) Consider the top-down tree transducer T, = (Q (, C, A, qo, R < ), where 
Q < = b, 434’3 qo), 
c={#‘“‘}u(i”‘I ldidn}, 
A = {#(O)} u (i”’ I 1 di~n}u{a”‘(a~A}u{6’~‘}, 
R, is the set of the following rules: 
qo(i(xl))-S(i(p(x,)),w(q(x,))), 1 didn, weA* and IWI <Iail > 
P(i(xdbO(xdX ldibn, 
q(i(xl))+w(q(xl)), ldibn, WEA* and IwI<IcLi/, 
q(i(x,))+w(q’(x,)), 1 <i<n, wcA* and lwl<l~il, 
q’(i(x,))+w(q’(x,)), l<idn, WEA* and IWl<lEil, 
P(#)-% 4(#)+#9 4’(X)+#. 
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Obviously, T, is nondeleting and finite copying. Moreover, we have 
ZT<=~(il...ik(#),6(il...ik(#),W(#)))Ik31, IGil,..., &<?I, 
WEA* and IwI<~c(~,...zJ}, 
hence L, = ran(z,,). 
(c) Next consider the top-down tree transducer T= =(Q =, C, A, qo, R= ), where 
Q = = {P, 4, 4, qo}, C and A are the same as for T, and R= is the set of the following 
rules: 
40(i(xl))-s(i(P(xl)), ai(4(xI))X l did n 
qo(i(xl))-S(i(p(xl)),w(q’(x,))), 1 didn, wcA*, lwl=ltlil and w#Ri, 
q(i(XI))+cci(q(xI)), l G id n 2 
d~(xdbw(4(xd), l<i<n, WEA*, IWI=/C(il and w#cCi, 
q’(i(xJ)-+w(q’(xJ), 1 di<n, WEA*, IWI=Iclilf 
pG(xl))-i(p(xl)), 1 did n, 
PMb#3 4’(#)+#. 
Again, T= is nondeleting and finite copying. Furthermore, it should be clear that 
zT=={(il... ik(#),~(il...ik(#),w(#)))Ik>,l, l<iI ,..., &dn, wEA*, 
IWI=lai,... aik/ andw#C(iI...C(ik}, 
and thus L= =ran(s,=). 
(d) Next we define the top-down tree transducer T, =(Q,, C, A, qo, R,), where 
Q, = {p, p’, p”, q, qo}, A is the same as for the tree transducers T, and T= , 
C={#(“)}u(i(‘)I 1 <i<n}u{c(“}, where c$[n] is a new symbol, 
R, is the set of the following rules: 
qo(i(xl))-S(i(p(x1)),w(q(x,))), ldidk wEA*, Iwl=lail, 
qo(4xl)w(P’(xl)> 4&l))), QEA 9 
~(i(x~)bi(p(xJ), 1 dibn, 
PWl)k+P”(Xl) > 
p’(i(xl))-i(p”(xl)), 1 <i<n, 
P’(c(xl))-P’(xl)~ 
p”(i(xl))-i(p”(xl)), 1 bidn, 
P”(C(Xl)bP”(Xl), 
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q(i(X,))+W(q(X,)), ldibnj WEA*, IWI’I@iJ, 
P”(#)_‘#, d#)+#. 
It is easy to see that T, is nondeleting and finite copying. 
Next we explain why ran(r(T,))= L, holds. 
Therefore, consider the erasing homomorphism g : ([n] u {c})* +[n] * determined 
by g(c) = 2 and g(i)= i, for 1 did n. 
We observe that T, processes each input tree w(g), where WE( [n] u (c})*, in two 
different ways. On the one hand, in the first argument of 6, it checks whether 
w contains at least one occurrence of c and at least one element of [n] in such a way 
that it reaches the state p” if and only if w has both those properties. Moreover, during 
the processing, T, deletes all occurrences of c from w and leaves each ie[n] and the 
only # as they are. Hence, it outputs the string g(w)(#). On the other hand, in the 
second argument of 6, T, processes w(#) in the following way. It writes nondeter- 
ministically some UEA for each occurrence of c in w and it writes nondeterministically 
a string of length JCQ for each ie[n] in w; finally, it leaves # as it is. For an arbitrary 
w~([n]u{c})* with w(#)Edom(rr,), let g(w)=il . ..ik. and let us denote by w’(R) an 
arbitrary result of the nondeterministic processing of w(#) in the second argument of 6. 
Then surely Iw’( > Iail . ..Q[. SO we have L, = ran(t,,). 
Now we conclude that T, - ran(z,) = ran(r,) uran(trJ u ran(rr=)u ran(r,,)= 
ran(r, u or< u rr= u rr,). Moreover, by Proposition 3.1, there exists a nondeleting, 
finite copying (and not necessarily deterministic) top-down tree transducer which 
induces the tree transformation zs u rr__ u zT= u zr, . 
Similarly, another nondeleting and finite copying top-down tree transducer can be 
constructed such that the range of the tree transformation induced by it is 
Td -ran(r,). 
Applying Proposition 3.1 again, we get that L =(Td - ran(r,))u (Td - ran(r,)) is 
the range of a nondeleting and finite copying top-down tree transformation. Finally, 
by Theorem 3.7, we get that there is a nondeleting, finite copying and deterministic 
top-down tree transducer T, such that L=ran(rr). 
Now we can continue proving our undecidability results. 
Since T,-L is L,,,, it follows from (i)-(iii) that (iv)-(vi) are also undecidable. 
Recognizable tree languages are closed under complement, hence L is recogniz- 
able if and only if Td -L is recognizable. Then, by (vi), the undecidability of (vii) 
follows. 
We note that, obviously T, is a recognizable tree language and thus, by Lemma 3.5, 
it is the range of a tree transformation induced by a deterministic relabeling, which, as 
was mentioned, is nondeleting and finite copying. Moreover, Td = L, if and only if 
L,,, is empty, from which we obtain that (viii) is undecidable. This, by standard , 
arguments, yields the undecidability of (ix). 
With this, we finish the proof of our theorem. 0 
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5. Connections with term rewriting systems 
It is well-known that top-down tree transducers are special term rewriting systems. 
This is stated formally in the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. Let T= (Q, C, A, qO, R) be a top-down tree transducer. Then R is a term 
rewriting system over the ranked alphabet QuCv A. Moreover, 
(a) R is terminating, 
(b) ran(r,)= R(L), where L is the recognizable tree language {qO(s) jsEdom(z,)}, 
(c) if T is deterministic, then R is conjuent. 
If a property for term rewriting systems is shown to be undecidable, then the 
question arises naturally whether the same property is also undecidable for more 
special term rewriting systems like terminating, confluent, etc. Theorem 4.1 and 
Proposition 5.1 have the consequence that the properties corresponding to (i)-(ix) in 
Theorem 4.1 for term rewriting systems are also undecidable. It is rather interesting 
because Theorem 4.1 refers to deterministic top-down tree transducers; hence the term 
rewriting systems derived from them both are terminating and confluent. 
Theorem 5.2. Each of the following questions is undecidable for any terminating and 
conjuent term rewriting systems RI and R2 over a ranked alphabet C2,for any recogniz- 
able tree language L E Ta, where Z is the smallest ranked alphabet for which RI(L) c Tr 
(i) Is R,(L)n R,(L) empty? 
(ii) Is RI(L)nR2(L) infinite? 
(iii) Is R,(L)n R,(L) recognizable? 
(iv) Is Tr- R,(L) empty? 
(v) Is Tr - RI (L) infinite? 
(vi) Is T,.- RI (L) recognizable? 
(vii) Is R,(L) recognizable? 
(viii) Is R,(L)= R,(L)? 
(ix) Is R,(L) c R,(L)? 
Proof. Let (ai, . . . . a,)(fli, . . , /3,J be a PCP over the alphabet A and consider the 
top-down tree transducers T, = (Q, C, A, qO, R,) and T, = (Q, X, A, qO, R,) appearing the 
proof of Theorem 4.1. Both T, and TP are deterministic, therefore, by Proposition 5.1, 
& and R, are terminating and confluent term rewriting systems over the ranked 
alphabetQuCuA.PutL={qo(i1...ik($))~k31, l<il,...,ik<n}.ThenLisobviously 
recognizable and we have R,(L) n Rp(L) = L,, p. Consequently, by the proof of The- 
orem 4.1, (i)-(iii) are undecidable. 
Also in Theorem 4.1, it was shown that there exists a deterministic top-down tree 
transducer T such that ran(z,)= L, where now L= Td - L,,,. Assume that 
T=(Q’, 27, A, q’, R’) for some set of states Q’, input ranked alphabet C’ and set of rules 
R’, with C’ n A = 8. Then R’ is terminating and confluent over Q’ u C’ u A and we have 
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L = R’(L’), where L’ = {q’(s) 1 sEdom(rr)}. By Proposition 3,3, L’ is recognizable. 
Moreover, d is the smallest ranked alphabet, for which R’(L’)c Td. Since 
Td -R’(L’)= L,,,, by the proof of Theorem 4.1, we get that (iv)-(vii) are undecidable. 
Next we observe that Td is the range of the identical tree transformation induced by 
the tree recognizer Tl=({q,},A,A,q,,R), where ql$Q’ and R=(q,(d(x,, . . ..xk))+ 
6(ql(x,), . . ..ql(xk))jk>O and 6~d,}. Obviously, Tl is deterministic, therefore R is 
terminating and confluent over {ql} u A. Since T, = ran(r,,), we have Td = R(L”), with 
L” being {ql (s) 1 SE Td}. L” is recognizable, since Td is recognizable. Now let * be a new 
symbol with rank 0, such that *$Q’uC’uA. Define the term rewriting systems 
R, =R’u{q,(xl)+*} and Rz=Ru{q’(xl)-+*}. Then R, is a term rewriting system 
over (ql} uQ’uC’U A. It is terminating, because R’ is terminating. Moreover, it is 
confluent, because R’ is confluent and, by ql$Q’, there is no overlap among the 
left-hand sides of its rules. Put L1 =L’uL”. Observe, that R,(LJ=Lu {*}, because 
rules in R’ cannot reduce elements in L”. Similarly, R2(L1) = (*} u Td, because rules in 
R cannot reduce elements in L’. Hence, RI(L1)=R2(L1) if and only if L= Td, which 
shows that (viii) is undecidable. 
Then the undecidability of (ix) should be obvious. 0 
We mention that the undecidability of (vii) was already proved in [7]. However, our 
finding is sharper in the sense that our terminating and confluent term rewriting 
system is very special: it is merely a nondeleting, finite copying and deterministic 
top-down tree transducer. It is interesting to contrast (vii) with the recent result 
proved in [S, 9,111, which states that it is decidable for an arbitrary term rewriting 
system R if R(L) is recognizable in the special case when L is the set of all ground 
terms over the alphabet of R (and not an arbitrary recognizable tree language). 
6. Conclusion and further research 
We have shown that the class of ranges of deterministic top-down tree transforma- 
tions (and even its nondeleting and finite copying subclass) does not have the nice 
decidable properties which the class of recognizable tree languages has. We achieved 
our results by combining the technics of encoding a PCP appropriately and the 
observation of the present paper that the ranges of finite copying top-down tree 
transducers and that of deterministic and finite copying ones are the same (Theorem 
3.7). Our result concerns also for terminating and confluent term rewriting systems, 
since deterministic top-down tree transducers can be considered as such devices, too. 
As a counterpart of this paper, ranges of bottom-up tree transformations should be 
investigated with respect to decidability questions like (i)-(ix) of Theorem 4.1. This 
request arised implicitly also in [7] where the following open problem was presented: 
Is it decidable, given a tree homomorphism 4 and a recognizable tree language L, 
whether $(L) is recognizable? As it can easily be derived from the fundamental results 
of [3], this problem is equivalent to the following: Is it decidable, given a bottom-up 
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tree transducer T, whether the range of zT is recognizable? The author’s experience is 
that it is very hard to investigate bottom-up tree transformations from this point of 
view. This is due to the fact that it is much more difficult to encode PCPs in bottom-up 
tree transducers than in top-down ones. However, it is not hopeless: a very sophisti- 
cated and nice encoding of a PCP in the range of a tree homomorphism is presented 
in [2]. 
Finally another possible research area. Tree homomorphisms (see [3] for the 
definition) are a special case of both top-down and bottom-up tree transducers. Still, 
decidability questions like those considered in this paper are open for them. For 
example, even the following is open: Is it decidable, for an arbitrary tree homomor- 
phism 4, whether the range of 4 is recognizable? Roughly speaking, tree homomor- 
phisms are deterministic top-down tree transducers with one state. Thus, trying to 
answer questions like this, we encounter the difficulty that the only state seems to be 
“not enough” to encode a PCP in a tree homomorphism in an appropriate way. 
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